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MEM,BER OF ENGINEERING C..._01-_LE_GE MAGAZINES ASSOCIATED
Engineering colleges have accelerated their pro-
grams, thereby increasing the number of students
graduated last year by fifty percent. Special short
training courses have been given to thousands. Yet
the latest estimate from the National Roster of Tech-
nical and Scientific Personnel predicts a need of 25,500
additional engineers between January and June 1943.
ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
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Molecular Keys
To A New World
VAST NEW SOURCES of raw materials . . . the equiva-
lent of those which might be found in a great new
continent ... opened to America when CARBIDE AND
CARBON CHEMICALS CORPORATION, a Unit of UCC,
started building synthetic chemicals from water, salt,
air, and hydrocarbons.
These chemicals arc usually water-white liquids,
although some are gases or solids. Basically, they
are compounds of carbon and hydrogen—united with
oxygen or with chlorine to build up an endless se-
ries of chemicals. The models of those molecules of
chemicals shown here are many millions of times
actual size.
These chemicals are the raw materials for fabu-
lous plastics ... amazing textile fibers ... life-saving
drugs . . . vitamins by the carload . . . synthetic rub-
ber ... more things and better things than were pos-
sible before their existence.
Since these chemical wonders are obtained from
abundant domestic sources, their use has contributed
materially to the nation's self-sufficiency. Through
research, American ingenuity, and patient develop-
ment, scarce natural products have been duplicated
or improved upon. Great new industries and great
new materials that contribute to the nation's strength
have come into being. And America has become a
leader in a field as native as its own soil.
Broadly speaking, the uses of many of the syn-
thetic organic chemicals developed by CARBIDE AND
CARBON CHEMICALS CORPORATION are just begin-
ning. The already established uses are indicative of
their vast future values to mankind.
BUY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS AND STAMPS
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BETTER MEDICINES! Amaz-
ing medicines like the sulfa
drugs, synthetic vitamins.
powerful insect repellents,
and anti
-malarial drugs de-
pend upon synthetic organic
chemistry.
MAGIC PLASTICS! Wonder-
fui plastics that look like
glass, stretch like rubber, and
which are proof against water,
sunli ght, oils, and many chem-
icals are made from VINYLITE
synthetic resins.
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COLD PROOF! Coolant for
liquid-cooled aircraft engines
and base for anti-freeze in
military cars and trucks is
ethylene glycol, an important
synthetic chemical.
MAN-MADEI MI types of
synthetic rubber require syn-
thetic organic chemicals for
their manufacture. Here's
hope for tires for you in the
future.
UNION CARBIDE AND CARBON CORPORATION
ALLOYS AND METALS
Electro Metallurgical Company
Haynes Stellite Company
United State. Vanadium Corporation
30 East 42nd Street 11101 New York, N.Y.
Principal Products and Units in the United States
CHEMICALS
Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation
ELECTRODES, CARBONS AND BATTERIES
National Carbon Company, Inc.
INDUSTRIAL GASES AND CARBIDE
The Linde Air Products Company
The Ozweld Railroad Service Company
The Prest-O-Lite Company, Inc.
PLASTICS
Bakelite Corporation
Plastics Division of Carbide and Carbon
Chemical. Corporation
Neither too little nor too late, Dr. Goebbels!
fT'S fashionable in some quarters to
I talk of America as a nation that lets
clever people like the Germans run
circles around it in technical skill. We
have a hunch the idea comes from Dr.
Goebbels' propaganda factory in Berlin.
Anyway, it's not true.
In the glass field, for example, America
was surprisingly well prepared for war.
Take Laboratory glassware, vital in the
manufacture of dyes, explosives, foods,
and many war supplies, as well as to
health. In 1914 we depended upon
Germany for this material. But in 1915
Corning developed Pyrex brand lab-
oratory ware and now this country needs
German glass no more than it needs
German wheat!
Despite war's demand, Corning is keep-
ing pace with laboratory ware, insula-
tors, communication equipment, and
signal glassware required for planes and
ships. Chemical industries are getting
necessary quantities of glass piping, acid
pumps, and glass mechanical parts that
replace scarce metal alloys. Even glass
precision gauges (ring, plug and others)
are now being produced that are in many
ways superior to ones made of steel.
These are just a few of the war
-impor-
tant items flowing out of Corning today.
The main point is that when the national
need arose, Corning research had al-
ready explored the things that non-
critical glass could do to replace ma-
terials vital to war effort and was ready
to help. Yes, to the engineer glass is
really important today, and promises to
be more so after the war is over.
That's why the best advice we can
think of for you is this: Keep up-
to-date on glass ! Corning Glass
Works, Corning, New York.
"YOU NAVE DONE A GOOD JOB OF SENDING GLASS TO WAR"
CORNING
Means
Research in Glass
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FRONTISPIECE
By adjusting the distance between the two spheres
shown, Westinghouse engineers are able to regulate
as many as 750,000 vo/ts from a transformer before
they are applied to a circuit breaker under test at
the East Pittsburgh works of the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company.
COVER PICTURE
This issue's cover picture illustrates the fabricat-
ing machine at the Wabash Fibre Box Company.
This photo was taken in conjunction with an article
by Mr. Hanes in this issue discussing the operations
of the company.
Photo by Weinhardt
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The Value of intramural Sports
Athletics play an important role in every young man's life, and to fulfill
its part varied sports programs are offered to the American youth who wishes
to take advantage of the opportunity. The Army and Navy recognize the value
of competitive sports as morale builders as well as body developers. Men who
participate whole-heartedly in these concentrated programs derive unlimited
benefits from them. Athletics tend to bring about a better understanding
between men, and the man who is particularly outstanding in some sport is
usually also keen minded, well liked by his fellow men, and is a person that
can be fully trusted.
The students of Rose Poly have been offered an intramural sports program,
but participation has been very poor. In this world crisis America needs
well developed men to fight for the cause of democracy; she needs men who
are alert and keen minded. In other words the man who does n'ot take part
in some intramural sport is letting his country down. This statement may
seem over-emphasized, but success in school work requires not only mental
but also physical training. The body needs relaxation from academic pursuits,
and unless this necessity is observed, detrimental results may occur. Intra-
mural sports serve a three fold purpose. They build the body, relax the mind,
and above all, develop good sportsmanship.
One of the best qualities of man, fairness to his fellowmen, can be traced
directly to the athletic field where fairness is one of the essentials of every
contest. The man who is a natural leader on the athletic field is, with few
exceptions, an outstanding individual in other lines of life.
The program offered by the athletic department should not only stimulate
interest in the particular sports but should also provide a basis for better feel-
ing among the students. The attitude of the student body is very important
to the welfare of the school. Personal grievances or youthful enthusiasm for
action can be peaceably settled on the athletic field. To be successful, this plan
requires full cooperation of the student body.
The importance of intramural sports reaches far beyond the campus of
Rose Poly. Many large universities do everything possible to interest students
in sports participation. The Army and Navy, with a rigid training program,
stress the importance of athletics. The best fighting man is the one who is
physically capable of taking care of .himself. These concentrated training
programs also bring about a decided decrease in illnesses.
Although athletics should not be stressed where an education is desired,
it is very important to exercise the body regularly. This is where intramural
sports are most valuable.
by John R. White, soph., m.e.
History
THE Wabash Fibre Box Company
I began operation February 8, 1925,
11 years after the acceptance of the
fibre box by the freight classification
bureau. In the ensuing time the plant
has increased in area six times, in
employment four times, and in pro-
duction 12 times the original figures.
The plant is laid out on the so-called
"U" principle, with the raw mater-
ials entering at one end, following
the "U" and leaving the other end
as a finishea product. In this manner
a continuous flow of goods is accom-
plished with a minimum of confusion.
It is interesting to note that if the
same methods of manufacture were
used today as were used 25 years
ago, to produce the present quantity
of products 3,000 employees would
be required instead of the actual of
about 300.
Sample Room
The sample room is the scene for
the design of the fibre box. When a
manufacture wants a box to pack
his merchandise in, he usually sends
a sample of the merchandise to the
box company. In the sample room a
box is tailor made to meet the speci-
fications of the customer and rail-
roads. If the merchandise is new
and there are no specifications set
up already, the man in the sample
room must use his own judgment in
designing the container. After this
container has proven itself satisfac-
tory in many tests and under actual
shipping, its design is accepted by the
railroads and interstate commerce
as a standard. Whenever a box is
made in the sample room for an
article of merchandise, the merchan-
dise is shipped back to the manu-
facturer in the box so he can see the
effects of actual shipping on it. Care
must be taken in designing a con-
tainer so that it can be made by mass
production on available machinery.
Manufacture
The manufacture of the corrugated
fibre box is now accomplished in
three operations, compared with
seven to ten operations 25 years ago.
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Wabash Fibre
Paper fabricator.
The Wabash Fibre Box Company
is one of the more important war
industries of the Terre Haute dis-
trict.
Mr. Andrew Miller, vice-president
of the company, recently spoke at a
meeting of the A.I.Ch.E. and extend-
ed an invitation to the organization
to visit the plant.
Mr. James Hanes, junior, ch.e.,
visited the company and in this arti-
cle describes the plant as he saw it.
The raw materials for the
consist of paper (ranging
from straw to kraft) and
fibre box
in grade
adhesive
ingredients. The paper arrives in
large rolls weighing about 2700
pounds apiece and coming from all
parts of the country. The straw paper
is manufactured in Terre Haute
from straw, while the best grades of
kraft are manufactured in all parts
of the country from wood pulp. The
straw paper is used extensively for
the corrugations while the kraft is
used for the facing sheets.
The first operation in manufacture
is accomplished on a semi-automatic
corrugating machine, over 100 feet
long. The rolls of paper for the inner
l'hoto by Weinhardt
facing sheet, outer facing sheet, and
corrugations are placed on mandrels
along side the machine. The straw
passes between two corrugating rolls,
having a washboard-like gear. The
surfaces interlock like the teeth on
a gear, and as the straw passes
through, between the rolls, it is
slightly moistened by steam to facili-
tate the corrugating operation and it
comes out corrugated. As the straw
follows the roll, a small amount of
adhesive (chiefly silicate of soda) is
applied to the tips of the corruga-
tions. The inner facing sheet is then
pressed onto the corrugations to
make single
-face paper. Next the
single face paper is run onto the
double facing unit where more ad-
hesive is applied and the outer fac-
ing sheet is pressed into place. By
varying the corrugations, grade of
paper, and using either single or
double board, a great versatility is
achieved in the final product. Avail-
able facilities can make paper board
up to 65 inches wide at a rate of
THE ROSE TECHNIC
Box Company
by JAMES HANES, junior, ch.e.
Machine for Stamping Purposes.
300 feet per minute. Upon leaving
the corrugating and double facing
units, the board is dried as it is
carried on a steam heated, cotton
belt to the cut-off machine, which
cuts off and desired length of board
and trims the sides to make the box
blanks. Upon drying the silicate of
soda hardens and stays hard even if
brought in contact with water.
The box blanks are allowed to
season for several hours to cool down
and dry completely before they are
to sent to one of three places for the
next operation. The box blank can
be taken to the printing machine to
be made into boxes, the slotting ma-
chine to be made into partitions for
glassware or other fragile merchan-
dise, or it can be taken to the novelty
department where it can be made
into any number of specialized forms.
The printing machines put on the
label, either in one or two colors;
the stamp; and cut the slots for the
box all in one operation.
The slotting for partitions is done
MAY, 1943
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either by hand on a band saw or on
a slotting machine. Whenever a con-
tainer is filled by the manufacturer
after packing in the box, a slotting
machine should be used to make the
partitions, because it eliminates dust.
However, when this makes no differ-
ence, a band saw is the most econom-
ical means of slotting the paper
board.
The novelty department has many
different dies which are used on odd-
shaped containers. These dies consist
of a cutting blade in the desired
shape with a piece of rubber on each
side of the blade. The rubber merely
releases the blade from the board
after the cutting is done. These dies
fit into a machine which operates
like a small printing press, taking
only one article at a time.
After a box is printed, it is folded
and run through the final operation.
This consists of running through a
machine which puts either cloth or
paper tape on the meeting joint.
When this is done, the knocked down
boxes are shipped to the customer,
who merely folds the box into shape
for packing.
At present the Wabash Fibre Box
Company is busy making containers
for such things as shells, bomb sights,
torpedo directors, army clothing, and
food for the armed services. The
paper used daily for these products
would cover a path eight feet wide
from Terre Haute to Chicago, and
enough paper board is made in a
period of four months to make a
giant box of one cubic mile. Such a
box could easily hold all the peoples
on the earth and have room to spare.
Editor's Note
This is the first in a series of arti-
cles to be published in the Technic
describing plants in Terre Haute and
the near vicinity. With the increas-
ing number of sub
-contracts being
let to smaller industries in order to
produce a steady flow of materials
to the larger plants, non
-essential in-
dustries are rapidly being converted
to war production. The Wabash
Fibre Box Company is a good ex-
ample of such a conversion.
Mr. Andrew Miller, vice-president
of the box company recently ad-
dressed the Rose Chapter of the
American Institute of Chemical En-
gineers, illustrating his talk with
samples of the boxes made there.
Because several Rose graduates have
connections with the Wabash Fibre
Box Company and because so little
is known about this local industry,
this article should have special in-
terest.
One of the interesting things Mr.
Miller brought out in his talk before
the student chapter was the rigid
standards their product must stand
up to. The army contract specifies
that the finished box must be able to
be thrown from a ship, float with
tide two miles to shore, and still keep
the contents absolutely dry.
The editors hope that this new
policy of the Technic will be of in-
terest to the student body and any
student is cordially invited to write
an article about a local industry
which will be of interest.
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The Forests Go to War
AMERICA'S forests have been fromthe beginning her original and
most abundant resource. Since the
days of the early Colonists, whose
very existence depended upon utili-
zation of the forests, wood has con-
stituted one of our leading engineer-
ing materials.
For many years, wood has been
considered largely in terms of build-
ing construction, shelter, furniture,
flooring, packaging, and industrial
uses such as making paper and pre-
servatives. But with the advent of
war, wood has come into its own in
replacing sorely needed vital metals,
providing plywoods and plastics,
housing our war plant employees
and servicemen, and releasing chem-
ical products used in making explo-
sives, synthetic rubber and alcohol,
and other essential wartime prod-
PAGE 8
by RICHARD C. MILHOLLAND, junior, c.e.
'rhis article written by Mr. Richard
Milholland, junior c.e., attempts to
show how wood products are dis-
placing metal articles which are
vitally needed in the war effort.
Wood, during peacetime, was losing
its popularity but since nearly all
forms of metal are needed in the
world conflict, wood is once more
being extensively used.
ucts.
There is evidence to prove that
Hitler has recognized the necessity
for a lion's share of the forests in
order to carry out his plans of world
domination, and that he placed wood
second only to steel as a strategic
war material. It is very possible,
with valuable iron deposits snatched
from his armies of late, that wood
now tops the list. For the past dec-
ade Nazi scientists have worked re-
lentlessly on the products that can
be derived from trees, and new
Plasticized wood parts used in heavy bomber.
chemical plants sprung up all over
Germany. As there was not enough
wood in Germany to supply these
plants, the Scandinavian countries
were invaded. Though Hitler wanted
the iron and coal resources there, it
was primarily the scientifically cul-
tivated forests that he desired.
What was Germany making from
wood? Alcohol-70 million gallons
of it per year distilled from wood,
for airplane fuel and for the produc-
tion of butadiene, used in synthetic
rubber; wood gas to propel Hitler's
industrial trucks and tractors; lubri-
cants synthesized from chips and
shavings to grease and oil the Ger-
man war machine; thousands of tons
of raw sugar hydrolyzed from cellu-
lose; proteins, produced directly or
indirectly from wood to supplement
meat rations; fodder for keeping
Courtesy Iron Age
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cattle alive and producing dairy
products. Also, synthetic textiles for
clothing the army and civilian popu-
lation and "wooden iron" for build-
ing airplanes belong to this list of
war products, weapons of which Ger-
many can boast in self-respect.
But while the Axis have been
utilizing their conquered forests,
America has not been idle in re-
search and development of her forest
resources. These developments,
coupled with intelligent application
of lumber as an engineering material,
has released and is releasing many
million tons of "bottleneck" materials
to the fighting forces.
The War Production Board has
recently banned the manufacture of
some 800 items of steel and other
metals, from coat hangers to refrig-
erators. Wood is being called upon
to take their places. Twenty-two
items on the critical list are made of
wood or wood products. There has
been a forced substitution of wood
for nearly a thousand distinct and
separate uses.
A large volume of our lumber is
going into housing for war workers
and to build the barracks, hospitals,
canteens, and, recreation centers of
our training camps. Many of these
structures are made more decorative
and structurally efficient by using
laminated wood. Millions of board
feet of lumber are used in this big-
gest carpentry job in history.
In no past war have the supply
lines been so extended; an army is
only as strong as its line of supplies.
Wood has one of its most important
war jobs in helping to keep food,
munitions, medicines, planes, and
tanks flowing steadily to the front
lines. For the one item of boxing and
crating alone, lumber needs for 1943
are estimated to reach 9,000,000,000
board feet.
Behind the front in industry wood
is an indispensable material. From
the keel up, acres of scaffolding must
be built up around the hulls of ships
under construction. Shipyards use
around 350,000 board feet of lumber
in building each dreadnought of the
seas. Also the ways on which ships
MAY, 1943
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Courtesy Mechanical Engineering
Complete Wing Tip Shown in Check Jig.
are constructed are built of heavy
timbers.
Wooden ships, from military
barges and patrol boats to seagoing
tugs and coastal freight ships, are
produced in the smaller shipyards of
the nation. Along the New England
coast craftsmen formerly devoted to
the production of pleasure craft are
turning out wood cargo vessels,
trawlers, mine layers, and patrol
boats. On the Lakes and along the
Gulf Coast swarms of deadly, power-
ful mosquito boats are hatching to
sting the Axi§. Water-resistant glues
are employed in building smaller
craft of veneer.
Acres of planes may undergo as-
sembly under large factories built of
wood, or held up by wooden roof
trusses. Huge bomber hangars have
been built with laminated arches.
For speeding production of aircraft
engines and parts, much time has
been saved by building plants en-
tirely of wood.
Wood structures in aircraft design
have been used since this art began.
The wings of most airplanes, prior
to the '30's were of wood construc-
tion, and some are still flying. Later,
wood was introduced for fuselages
and tail surfaces, but was replaced
by metal until the outbreak of war.
Since that time, not only the above-
mentioned uses, but many others,
have been and are being developed.
The consumption of plywood has
advanced beyond that of any other
timber product. At present 6 types
of American planes are being built
of plywood, 12 are being designed of
plywood, and many English bomb-
ers are largely made of birchwood.
The light, highly
-maneuverable
"Mosquito" bomber of Britain, of
plywood construction, has won many
laurels as a fighter and bomber plane
combined.
(Continued on Page 25)
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Petroleum Refining
pETROLEUM is one of the oldestnatural products used by man,
but so secreted is this invaluable gift
of Mother Nature in the dark r. e-
cesses of the earth's great storehouse
that no one can be certain from
where petroleum came, what was its
origin, or how extensive the supply.
While we know a great deal about it,
petroleum lore is ever changing.
Every generation, every decade, in-
deed every day, adds to our knowl-
edge, disclosing errors of deficiencies
in our conclusions of yesterday.
Petroleum is a complex mixture
of hydrocarbons and their sulfur,
nitrogen, and oxygen derivatives.
The individual compounds vary
widely in their characteristics, and
petroleum from different fields varies
widely in their properties because
of the nature of the compounds
present and their proportions.
Scientists have evolved numerous,
and frequently conflicting, theories
about the creation and source of
petroleum. Their fascinating studies
of the earth's crust take us back
millions of years into a geologic yes-
terday. However, there are two wide-
ly accepted theories of the origin of
oil. One, the inorganic theory, which
holds that inasmuch as it is possible
to form hydrocarbons by certain re-
actions with metallic carbides, petro-
leum may have been formed in the
earth by chemical reactions in con-
nection with great volcanic dis-
turbances. The second, the organic
theory, holds that remains of plants
and animal life—organic materials—
buried with the rocks are the true
source of petroleum and natural gas;
that the essential hydrogen and car-
bon came from these remains.
Physically, some of the hydrocar-
bons in crude petroleum are dis-
solved gases—methane, ethane, etc
—retained in solution from the nat-
ural gas with which the oil was in
contact within the earth. Much the
larger portion is a mixture of liquid
PAGE 10
The history and development of
the petroleum industry is discussed
in detail in this article written by
Mr. Robert A. Greger, soph. ch.e.
Mr. Greger takes the petroleum in-
dustry from its infancy until the
present time and also discusses the
development of the fractionating
column.
hydrocarbons of low, medium, and
high boiling points and widely vary-
ing viscosities. The remainder con-
sists of solids or semisolids such as
the compounds that make up paraf-
fin wax and asphalt. The properties
of such a mixture are not such as to
make it particularly useful for any
purpose; hence, substantially all
petroleum produced is refined to
more useful, and therefore more
valuable products.
In its most elementary form, petro-
leum refining consists in heating the
raw oil to its boiling
point in stills and al-
lowing the vapors to
pass through con-
densing tubes, a pro-
cess that had been
used for many hun-
dreds of years in the
distillation of other
liquids. As demand
through the early
years of the indus-
try's history was
primarily for kero-
sene as an illumina-
tion oil, the primitive
process of distillation
served well enough,
and advances in tech-
nology were notably
lacking.
With the advent of
the automobile, the
demand for gasoline
and lubricating oils
increased by leaps
and bounds. At the
same time, electricity
was fast supplanting
kerosene and gas as
ROBERT A. GREGER, soph., ch.e.
an illuminant. As a result of
these changes, the kind and quan-
tity of major refinery products were
materially altered; the manufacture
of gasoline became the principal con-
cern of the refiners, and kerosene
rapidly dwindled in relative im-
portance.
That the heavy hydrocarbon mole-
cules could be broken into lighter
fractions by the application of com-
paratively high temperatures—the
basic principle of cracking was
known from the early days of the
refinery. Advantage was not taken
of this knowledge, however, until
just before the outbreak of World
War I, when refiners faced the pos-
sibility of being unable to keep pace
with the rapidly expanding market
for motor fuel. Spurred by the pros-
Courtesy Foster Wheeler Corps.20-inch Bubble Cap Alkylation Tower.
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pects of a shortage of motor fuel,
numerous investigations were under-
taken, and a commercial cracking
process was developed by W. M.
Burton of the Standard Oil Company
of Indiana. Burton's process was in-
troduced about 1913 and remained
the principal method until after the
war.
At first cracked gasoline was re-
garded as distinctly inferior in qual-
ity to that derived by ordinary dis-
tillation. It was not long, however,
before it was discovered that the
cracking process not only doubled
the quantity of gasoline available
from a barrel of crude oil but also
vastly improved the quality of the
product.
The appearance of the tube or pipe
still in 1911 was the first radical de-
parture from the conventional shell-
still distillation process. The design
of the tube or pipe-still differed
sharply from that of the shell-still in
that the earliest units consisted of
large pipes through which the oil
circulated before entering a vessel
known as an evaporator. The evap-
oration vessel was heated by the flue
gases. Even though the tube or pipe
stills offered great possibilities in
distillation processes, their general
development and adoption in the in-
dustry did not come until a decade
later, when improvements in metal-
lurgy provided pipe and fittings
better able to withstand the severe
conditions of service.
In the early pipe stills the tubes
were large in diameter and the oil
was pumped through them slowly.
The action of heat at local points in
these tubes caused deposition of
foreign matter, such as sand, silt,
dust, and salt, as well as coke from
decomposition of the oil, which
caused rapid deterioration of the
pipe and shortened its life. Cleaning
was necessarily frequent and, as the
tubes were joined to each other at
the ends to form a compact bundle
when surrounded by the combustion
chamber, it was necessary to remove
the tubes completely each time a
still was closed for cleaning. It was
soon discovered, however, that great-
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Stedman Batch Distillation Unit at Trinidad.
er velocity of the oil through the
pipes of a tube still would reduce
the formation of deposits of coke,
crystalline salt, and other foreign
matter. Thereafter the stills were
constructed with pipes of an inside
diameter as small as four inches.
Because of the continuity of pro-
cessing and the greater volumes of
oil that could be refined, pipe stills
became more flexible, due to added
improvements in tube length and
diameter and in distribution of the
tubes in the furnace, they were used
for the primary or first distillation
of the crude oil as well as in crack-
ing plants. The amount of oil that
could be processed with the aid of
tube stills was many times greater
than for any battery of shell-stills
in operation at this time.
About the same time the pipe still
was being developed the petroleum-
refining industry adapted the frac-
tionating tower, which was eventu-
ally to serve in conjunction with the
pipe still as the predominant type of
equipment employed for continuous
distillation. These fractionation tow-
ers, already known to the chemical
industry, were introduced to meet
the demand for more accurate sepa-
ration of one product of distillation
from another. Prior to their use the
products that were condensed direct-
ly from the stills included a wide
range of hydrocarbons and had to
be redistilled several times to meet
the increasingly stringent specifica-
tions of consumers. With the frac-
tionating tower, it was possible to
make these accurate separations in
a single step.
In the process of fractionation the
heated fluid from the still enters the
tower, where ascending vapors are
scrubbed by a descending flow of
liquid. The lowest boiling point ma-
terial is drawn off at the top of the
tower, while the heaviest material
is removed at the bottom. A number
of additional fractions are drawn off
at intermediate points. The success
of this method of operation depends
on the intimate mixing of the ascend_
(Continued on Page 27)
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Aggregate Base Course for a Secondary Road.
BITUMINOUS materials are thosematerials which consist princi-
pally of bitumen or contain bitumen.
The definition of bitumen as given by
A. S. T. M. is, "a mixture of native
or pyrogenous hydrocarbons and
their non-metallic derivatives which
may be gases, liquids, viscous liquids
or solids and which are soluble in
carbon disulphide."
Bitumens may be classified into
two main classes; native and arti-
ficial. For building purposes asphalt
which is a native bitumen and tar
which is an artificial bitumen are
most commonly used.
Asphalts
The two largest lake deposits of
native asphalts are found on the
island of Trinidad and in Venezuela.
The island of Trinidad has an area
of 1775 square miles. The crude
Trinidad asphalt contains about 39%
bitumen. After refining the bitumen
content is raised to about 57% . This
refined Trinidad asphalt is a black,
lustrous pitch, having a specific
gravity of 1.06 to 1.07. Since 1888
approximately 4,500,000 tons of
asphalt have been removed from the
lake in Trinidad. The lake contains
114 square acres and is 135 feet in
depth. The asphalt is dug by natives.
 -JOHN R. WHITE and WILLIAM R. COLCLESSOR,
Bermudez asphalt
which is found in a
shallow lake in Ven-
ezuela has a bitumen
content ranging from
about 45 to 88%.
After refining, this
asphalt contains from
92 to 97% bitumen
and is much softer
than Trinidad as-
phalt. Asphalt ce-
ment made from
Trinidad and Bermu-
dez asphalt is char-
acterized by definite
specific gravity in
each case, by a cer-
tain viscosity with which other
asphalt cements can be compared.
When cold, asphalt cements do not
harden excessively or become liquid
in summer temperatures. They pos-
sess adhesive binding and cementing
properties, are not oily and have
great viscosity at atmospheric tem-
peratures.
Rock asphalt usually consists of
deposits of limestone and andstone
naturally impregnated with asphalt
or maltha. Maltha is a substance
which is intermediate between petro-
leums of an asphaltic nature and
the true asphalts. Foreign deposits
of importance are found in Italy,
France, Germany and Russia. The
main sandstone deposits in the
United States are found in Kentucky
and the limestone deposits are in
Texas and Louisiana. Rock asphalt
is mined like ordinary rock either by
quarrying or mining. The bitumen
content of limestone rock asphalt
runs from 7 to 14% and sandstone
rock asphalt should contain from 6 to
8% bitumen.
Tar
According to Prevast Hubbard,
"As generally accepted, the term
(tar) is confined to bituminous dis-
tillates produced by the destructive
distillation of almost any organic ma-
terial providing that upon being
themselves subject to fractional dis-
tillation, these distillates will yield
semisolid or solid residues known as
pitches. Tars thus differ materially
from bituminous distillates produced
by fractional distillation, as the latter
cannot again be fractionally distilled
so as to produce semisolid or solid
residues."
Gas house tar is produced as a by-
product in the destructive distillation
of bituminous coal; Coke oven tar
is produced in the same manner.
Water gas tar is manufactured by
allowing steam and anthracite coal,
which has been heated to incandes-
(Continued on Page 26)
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Placer placing sand asphalt.
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Research and Development
Smoke Screen Generator
In modern warfare, more and more
importance is placed on the Chem-
ical Warfare Service. Widespread
usage of incendiaries, smoke bombs
and shells, colored signal smokes,
poisonous and irritant gases, and
other protective devices to thwart
the enemy has lent itself to stimulate
our. inventive genius in search of
other forms of chemical combat aids.
Latest invention is that of a new
artificial smoke generator. Brain-
child of Dr. Irving Langmuir and
Vincent J. Schaefer, both of General
Electric Laboratory, the device could
generate enough smoke to screen the
Panama Canal. Its uses should read-
ily be conceived to include the mask-
ing of our large cities and industrial
districts from air attacks.
No information whatsoever is
offered as to the construction and
operation of the generator, since it
is a closely guarded military secret.
However, as the apparatus was con-
structed, the theory of operation was
formulated and when completed and
subjected to tests practicalities were
found to conform to theory as ex-
pected.
Betatron
Paralleling the invention and pur-
pose of the cyclotron is a new power-
ful X-ray machine developed by Pro-
fessor Donald W. Kerst of the Uni-
versity of Illinois. The cyclotron, or
"atom smasher" as it is called, accel-
erates protons, the heavier positive
particles of the nucleus of the atoms;
whereas the betatron accelerates
electrons, the lighter and negative
particles. The electrons are ejected
from the machine with increased
speeds and energies of 185,000 miles
per second—about 0.03 to 1 per cent
less than the velocity of light—and
20-million electron volts respectively.
Although similar in purpose, the
betatron and cyclotron have little in
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Courtesy AviationDr. Langmuir Watches the Operation of the Smoke Generator.
common as to construction and oper-
ation. Within the vacuum tube of the
cyclotron, the protons are acceler-
ated by "repeated kicks"; the beta-
tron, however, imparts a steady
"push" to the electrons. The contrast
in size, too, is important: the cyclo-
tron weighs 60 tons alone without
considering the size of auxiliary
equipment, but the betatron weighs
less than 4 tons and occupies a
smaller space.
The betatron machine is composed
of two parts, an electromagnet and a
"doughnut shaped'' vacuum tube.
Auxiliary equipment includes a
motor-generator, condenser bank,
and a control panel. The 20-million
volt, 31/2 ton magnet, 5 feet long and
3 feet high, is built up of 1700 lam-
inated sheets of silicon steel. Pole
faces are each 19 inches in diameter.
The "doughnut shaped" vacuum
tube, 19 inches in outside diameter,
4 inches thick and 2 inches high, is
inserted between the pole faces.
With the current on, the electrons
released from a filament within the
silvered tube are whirled around in-
side by the induced magnetism. Al-
ternating current of 180 cycle fre-
quency injects the electrons into the
tube at the rate of 180 pulses a
second. The pulses occur when the
coil current is at zero. When the
current builds up, the electrons are
whirled faster and faster with the
increasing magnetic flux. The elec-
trons speed around a fixed orbit
within the doughnut 350,000 times
in 1/720 of a second or 185,000 miles
per second. Upon reaching the peak
of the magnetic cycle, the electrons
swing out of the fixed orbit, strike
an injector shield to produce a beam
of 20-million volt X-rays.
The betatron will have medicinal
value in the fight against infectious
tissues as well as industrial and
atomic physics value.
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New Electronic
Crest Voltmeter
New development of General Elec-
tric is an electronic crest voltmeter
designed to measure ignition voltages
of internal combustion engines; surge
voltages due to corona and surface
discharges in the insulation of elec-
tric apparatus such as motors, gen-
erators, and cables; and other equip-
ment having repeated-impulse volt-
ages. The range of the instrument
is from zero to 30,000 volts.
Weighing 23 pounds and easily
carried about, it may be adapted to
either laboratory work or production
testing. It can be used to test air-
craft engines while in flight, as well
as for field measurement, which im-
plies trouble shooting and the de-
termination of actual operating con-
ditions.
Rather than requiring that the
electrical equipment to be tested be
brought to it, the crest voltmeter can
be carried to it regardless of its loca-
tion. It is not dependent upon an ex-
ternal source of electric power since
it has a self-contained battery unit.
In order to resist vibration, the
voltmeter contains an aircraft-instru-
ment movement. The voltmeter may
be obtained calibrated in ranges of:
0-10,000 volts, 0-20,000 volts, and
0-30,000 volts.
Counter Props Have
Aerodynamic Advantages
The new co-axial counter-rotating
propellers which consist of two three-
bladed props are found to have
aerodynamic advantages superior to
Courtesy General Electric
New Electronic Crest Voltmeter.
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single and even six-bladed pro-
pellers.
The reasons underlying this fact
are that there is less interference be-
tween the blades, the slipstream is
no longer whirled back but is direct-
ed more in a straight line over the
airfoil, and the torque produced on
the plane by one propeller is coun-
teracted by the other. The elimina-
tion of the whirl in the backwash has
done much to increase the air stream
efficiency by utilizing that portion of
the stream which is lost in lateral
motion in the whirl. Minor advan-
tages of this new type prop, but none
the less important, are that a smaller
nose hub is used and that gyroscopic
moments have been eliminated.
Engineers of Hamilton Standard
Propellers have been experimenting
on dual co-axial propellers for six
years. Their first experiment with a
three-bladed dual prop, 12 feet in
diameter mounted on a medium sized
bomber, produced successful and
promising results. With the huge
power plants installed in our huge
leviathans of the skies today, it is
necessary to have several propellers
to absorb all the power produced
and moreso in the thin air of high
altitudes. With counter motion it is
possible to add sufficient blades to
absorb this large expenditure of
power.
Most difficult adjustments of the
dual props are the regulation of
variable pitch and constant speed
operation. Dual propellers are of
more aerodynamic value to single-
seater, single
-motored planes than to
larger planes of two or more motors.
Automatic Forging
of 90mm Shells
Having produced more than a
million 90 mm shells, the perform-
ance of a new shell forging machine
operating at the General American
Transportation Corporation plant has
been so satisfactory that it is being
equipped with dies and punches to
turn out 75 mm shells as well.
Steel for the forgings are billets
sawed from hot
-rolled square bars.
As the billets are sawed off they fall
onto a conveyor belt which carries
them to the loading door of a heating
furnace which has a rotary hearth.
While in transit to the furnace, the
billets pass over platform scales to
see that their weight holds up to the
standard. Placed on the rotary
hearth, which turns at the rate of
one revolution in 35 minutes, the
billets are heated to the forging tem-
perature. Lifted from the hearth with
tongs, descaled, and placed in the
loading arm, the billets are ready
to begin a purely automatic series of
successive punching. While being
punched, the shell forgings are
lubricated with a colloidal graphite
lubricant; the punches are cooled
with jets of hot water sprayed direct-
ly on the punches while on the re-
turn stroke.
Outside dimensions are formed by
forcing the forging through a set of
roller and ring dies. Cooling con-
Courtesy Scientific Ameriran
Counter Props.
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veyors carry the shell forgings to
shot-blasting machines where the in-
terior surfaces of the forgings are
cleaned.
Rate of production of forgings on
this automatic machine is from 3 to
5 times faster than conventional ma-
chines. From three to four forgings
an hour are formed on this machine.
Since no more finishing work is nec-
essary on the interior, final opera-
tions on the 90-mm shell forgings
consists of machining the outer sur-
faces. An outstanding point in favor
of the new machine is that it dresses
the forging down to about 3.805
inches in diameter, and since the
machined diameter must be 3.640
inches, only 0.165 need be removed
in machining.
Improved Life Raft
Aircraft life rafts have been made
more valuable largely by two new
improvements. They can now be
equipped with 30-day concentrated
rations as well as with an automatic
inflator and ejector when the raft
in installed within an airplane fuse-
lage.
The size of the raft has been in-
creased to give ample room for seven
passengers. Weighing only 70 pounds,
the new raft is 12 feet long, 5 feet
8 inches wide and folds into a case
11/2 x 3 feet. An additional feature
of the craft is its double bottom con-
struction. A horizontal bulkhead
placed above the bottom prevents
any inrush of water should the real
bottom become punctured.
Now being manufactured in mass
production, the raft was developed
by Wright Field Equipment and U.S.
Rubber Co. It can be equipped with
a square sail rigged on oars, bailing
bucket, plastic hand pump and a
tarpaulin to protect the crew from
rain or sun. Accessories include
rations, fishing kit, first aid unit,
signal kit, a knife, repair kit, whistle,
and in special cases a radio sending
set. Illustrative of greatest utility
and economy is the carrying case
which becomes a sea anchor when
unpacked.
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New life rafts lessen danger of death of pilots downed in the sea.
The action of the automatic in-
flator and ejector may be explained
thus: on the underside of the fuse-
lage of the plane into which the de-
flated raft has been installed is a
water-sensitive switch which, upon
contact with the water, such as
would be the case should the plane
fall into the sea, will release carbon
dioxide from two cylinders. One
cylinder acts to eject or force the
raft out on top of the fuselage; the
other fully inflates the raft, which is
tied to the plane by a light line. One
cylinder is permanently attached to
the raft; the other, to the plane.
Provision is made, should the auto-
matic system fail, for manual opera-
tion of the inflation and ejection.
The Mechanics of Electric
Generator Construction
In order that electric generators
will function properly when rotated
at high speeds, great care must be
exercised in their construction. Of
extreme importance are the choice
of materials and the precise balance
of the armature shaft. Construction
must permit the field coils to be well
insulated, supported, and ventilated,
for provision must be made for the
dissipation of excessive heat which
is generated at the high speeds.
In large units, the field cores are
forged integral with the shafts; in
smaller units, the cores are built up
of laminated sheets. Careful inspec-
tion of the field forgings is made to
make certain that no internal flaws
exist in the material. Examinations
with a special optical instrument are
made on the surface of an axial hole
bored through the forging before and
after each machining operation. One
operation which is liable to set up
stresses in the material is the milling
of the coil slots and the ventilating
ducts.
The turns of the coils, wound from
copper strip, are insulated by mica
tape, the slots by heavy slot armor,
and the end turn sections by thor-
oughly varnished and painted mica
and asbestos tape. When the field is
completely wound, it is placed in an
oven and baked under an accurately
controlled temperature. Solvents and
moisture evolved from the insulation
are wafted from the ovens by air
currents.
The coils are made firm in the
slots by metal wedges and the end
turns by special aluminum blocks
and saddles and shrunk-on retaining
rings. Ventilation of the generator
is accomplished by fans mounted on
the centering rings.
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Examining small parts for tolerences.
Courtesy Westinghouse
Inspecting bearing jewels for electrical instruments.
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WOMEN IN
Heat guns fire explosive rive
Courtesy Gener
Inspecting pilot chute under fluorescent light.
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ivets in airplane manufacture.
teral Electric
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Plastic-tipped mortar shell saves
vital aluminum.
Courtesy Westinghouse
Ultra violet lamp prevents foot infection in safety shoes.
Courtesy Westinghous,
Insectide "bombs" are tested for leaks.
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Tau Beta Pi Essays
The Engineering Student
In the War Effort
GORDON MACBETH
The students in engineering col-
leges who are not at present in the
advanced R. O. T. C. or in the re-
serves of one kind or another are
confronted with a perplexing prob-
blem. This problem, which concerns
both the good of our country and the
individual, consists of properly an-
swering the question "What should
my course of action be so that I can
best serve in the war effort?" Al-
though the establishment of a man-
power commissioner in Washington
is a step toward answering this ques-
tion, considerable indecision has re-
sulted in the past and is still prev-
alent as to what the engineering
student should do. There are two
alternatives which the engineering
student as yet unattached can plan
to follow. It must be kept in mind,
however, that the decision is not en-
tirely up to the student to make.
One possibility is to attempt to
continue with the education until a
degree in engineering is obtained.
Several factors which might favor
this course of action are as follows:
(1) completion of engineering edu-
cation is favored by the man-power
commission—this is shown by the
commissions announcement concern-
ing deferrment of engineering stu-
dents, (2) the individual may be of
greater value to the war effort after
completion of training than he would
ottherwise be, (3) if no engineering
students continue their training there
will be a shortage of capable engi-
neers for the post-war period.
Another alternative at the present
time is to join the active service. The
arguments in favor of this step are
as follows: (1) more good can be
done by doing a little now than by
doing a lot later, (2) it is not fair
that some persons be allowed to go
to school while others must give their
lives for their country. Completion of
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Tau Beta l'i is a national honor-
ary fraternity. Its members consist
of those men in the upper fifth of the
class who have been recognized for
their outstanding scholarship and
exemplary character.
One of the initiation requirements
is for the initiate to write an essay
on Eome non-technical subject and to
present and defend his essay the
night of his initiation.
In his essay "The Engineering
Student In the War Effort", Mr.
Gordon MacBeth discussed the prob-
lems confronting the engineering
student. Mr. Frank l'eak in his essay
"We The American People" spoke of
what it means to be an American
and how everyone should do his part
in this war.
education can come after the war,
(3) the normal fellow of college age
feels a desire to "get into the thing."
While this may not seem a logical
argument in favor of quitting school
and joining the service, the feeling
does add to the indecision of the en-
gineering student as to what he will
or should do.
As can be seen, in most cases op-
posite sides of the same argument
have been given to support one or the
other of the two plans. The answer
to the question of which is the best
plan to follow must decide which
viewpoint is the better one. A sug-
gested answer, one which is not
original wth this writer, is that all
the physically fit college students of
military age be inducted into the
armed forces. If it is then deemed
best by those in authority, some
among these students inducted can
be chosen for further education,
either as continuation of their prev-
ious curriculum, or in specialized
subjects. Regardless of whether a
person were chosen for technical
training or whether he were assigned
to active duty, he would have the
satisfaction of knowing that the de-
cision concerning the manner in
which he could serve best in the
war effort had been made by persons
capable of making that decision
properly.
We The American People
FRANK W. PEAK
Ever since the great war of inde-
pendence was fought, we Americans
have been proud to stand up, face
the world squarely, and say: "I am
an American." The true significance
of this statement is too often taken
for granted. Suppose everyone were
to ask himself the following ques-
tions: "What have I done to make
America proud of me?"; "Am I
worthy to be called an American?".
I believe that a great number of us
feel just a little undeserving when
we ask ourselves these and similar
questions.
There is no time like the present
to prove to our country that we are
worthy of being called Americans.
Mrs. Jones who boasts of the fact
that she wasn't caught napping when
rationing started because she was
smart enough to store up large sup-
plies of everything is an American.
Tommy Brown who drives that car
of his as though he had a back yard
stacked full of rubber tires is an
American. Are these Browns and
Smiths and Joneses worthy of the
honor that their country has be-
stowed upon them? America needs
help right now and needs it badly.
Our own blood and life is fighting on
foreign soil to defend the rights of
liberty and justice upon which prin-
ciples our nation was founded. Who
is making the greater sacrifice the
soldier on the battlefield or the per-
son back home who gives up the
privilege of enjoying all the luxuries
that he formerly had?
The other day I chanced to ride
with a very likable sort of person.
He was the type of person who had
a great sense of humor, lots of vigor,
a sense of physical well being, and
lots of energetic notions about him.
He was driving a streamlined car
and was boasting of the fact that
rationing affected him none at all.
(Continued on Page 28)
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For years telephone cables have been spliced in
a very satisfactory way. But the solder joint contained
40 per cent war-vital tin.
So Bell System men devised a new type of joint
which saves up to 80 per cent of the solder. A "Vic-
tory Joint" they called it.
The new technique has been adopted throughout
MAY, 1943
the System with the result that 600,000 pounds of tin
and an even greater amount of lead can be saved in
a normal year's construction.
This is another example of the nation-wide coop-
eration of Bell System people in fulfilling their ideal
— service to the nation in peace or war.
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Tau Beta Pi and Blue Key
Tapping Ceremony
The Tau Beta Pi and Blue Key
tapping ceremony was held Tuesday,
April 5, 1943. This is one of the mo-
mentous occasions of the academic
year, for it is then that those men
who are leaders in the school activi-
ties are publicly recognized.
To be eligible for Tau Beta Pi, a
student must have a cumulative rat-
ing placing him in the upper fifth of
his class at the end of the semester
prior to his acceptance. In addition,
he must be active in extra-curricula
activities. Those men selected for
this honor this year are: James
Neerman, Bob Howell, Robert Davis,
David Helmick, Burton Butts, Bern-
ard Vonderschmitt, and Ray I.
Kopan.
Blue Key eligibilities are not
primarily of a scholastic nature as
are Tau Beta Pi's. Every Blue Key
man is active in two major and two
minor extra-curricular activities and
his cumulative is above the all-men's
average. The following men were
tapped: George D. Blakey, Bob
Howell, Frank Winters, Frank Guth-
rie, Bill Cornell, Jim Hanes, and
Gordon MacBeth.
This tapping ceremony for both
groups was held at the same meeting.
Active members of the societies car-
ried on the tapping procedure.
Congratulations to all men ac-
cepted by both fraternities. Keep up
the good work and be an inspiration
to the underclassmen.
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Campus
Survey
Edited by JOHN T. HARRIS,
junior, c.e.
BLUE KEY PLEDGES.
Standing: Hanes, Cornell, Guthrie. Seated: Winters, MacBeth, Blakey.
The Faculty Victory Garden
By an order issued by Dr.
Prentice, members of the faculty in-
terested in applying their abilities
to agricultural fields, have been
granted tracts of land on the Rose
campus for victory gardens. The
maintenance department of Rose has
agreed to cultivate the land in pre-
paring the seed bed and to do the
elementary work requiring machine-
ry. However, the seeding and weed-
ing is in the sole hands of the mem-
bers of the faculty. At present, Pro-
fessors Bloxsome and MacLean and
Doctors Hansche and Howlett have
taken upon themselves the task of
fighting the elements in nursing the
little plants on their way to the pro-
duction of vitally needed food.
The author was not exactly over-
come by the work of the faculty on
a recent inspection tour, but having
listened to their philosophy on work
for over two years, rests assured
that the Rose victory garden will be
something of which the faculty and
everyone affiliated with Rose can be
proud.
The garden, measuring approxi-
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TAU BETA PI PLEDGES.
Standing: Howell, Vonderschmitt, Butts, Davis.
Seated: Helmick, Kopan, Pfrank, Neerman.
mately 70 x 120 feet, is definitely not
yet in its full glory because of ad-
verse climatic conditions, but within
a few weeks, weather permitting and
arduous labor continuing, our fac-
ulty's victory garden should blossom
forth in "gloria splenda".
The Technic extends best wishes
to the faculty and hopes they will
enjoy a prosperous season.
A. S. M. E.
The local student
branch of the Amer-
ican Society of Me-
chanical Engineers
held its last meeting
of the 1942-43 school
year on February 10, 1943 to elect
new officers for the coming school
year. As a result of these elections
John Valentine is the new president,
Don McHenry, vice-president, Jim
Armacost, treasurer, and Dwight
Heath, secretary.
At the beginning of this school
year the chapter had its first meeting
to introduce the junior M.E.'s to the
principles and purposes of the na-
tional and local organizations. As in
the past, one hundred percent of the
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junior and senior mechanical engi-
neering students are members of the
A. S. M. E.
In accordance with its practice of
presenting timely motion pictures
for the benefit of interested students,
the A. S. M. E. obtained and showed
to the senior mechanicals a film on
the Dodge Fluid Drive. On Tuesday,
May 11, the student branch will pre-
sent a program of general interest
and the student body is cordially in-
vited to attend.
A. I. Ch. E.
The monthly meet-
ing of the Rose Stu-
dent Chapter of the
A. I. Ch. E. was held
at eight o'clock Fri-
day, April 30. The
program consisted of a talk by Dr.
Knight and movies of the collapse
of the suspension bridge at Tacoma,
Washington.
Dr. Knight explained the purposes
and activities of the American Chem-
ical Society, including the publica-
tions and employment bureau. He
also gave a very interesting account
AMERICAN
INSTITUTE OF
CHE MICAL
ENGINEERS
the semi-annual national meeting
held recently at Detroit.
The movies that were scheduled
to arrive on synthetic rubber, failed
to get here in time; so as a substitute
the movies of the bridge collapse
were borrowed from the civil de-
partment to show as a substitute.
Wright Cyclone Airplane
Engine Demonstration
On Friday, May 1, the Studebaker
automobile corporation sent a dem-
onstration Wright Cyclone airplane
engine and a company engineer
representative to address the Rose
student body. The assembly was ar-
ranged with the help of Mr. Clifford
Shanks of the local Studebaker
agency.
The engine, built up of salvaged
parts, was cut away to show the
operation of the engine. The nine
cyclinder engine is used in the B
17-E. A very interesting talk was
given, illustrated with pictures and
charts prepared by the corporation.
After the talk, the engine wars
driven by a small electric motor to
show how the various parts operate.
The assembly ended with a short
question period during which the
company representative attempted to
answer student queries.
Professor MacLean working in the
faculty victory garden.
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Alumni News
The Grads Advance
Mayor Vern R. McMillan
of Terre Haute has ap-
pointed Paul G. Linde-
man to suceed W. Robert Paige,
Rose, '91, m.e., who has tendered his
resignation to the mayor. The mayor
said Paige's resignation became effec-
tive April 30 and that Lindeman's
appointment became affective the fol-
lowing day.
Mr. Lindeman is a lifelong resi-
dent of Terre Haute. He was connect-
ed with the Foulkes Construction
Company until it discontinued busi-
ness in 1938. In 1939 he organized
the Lindeman and Kempp Construc-
tion Company and has served as
secretary-treasurer of this organiza-
tion. He built the first concrete street'
in Terre Haute, South Center Street
from Hulman to Voorhees streets, in
1913.
Mr. Lindeman has almost entirely
engaged in public work, such as
highway and bridge construction,
water and sewer systems and sewage
disposal plants. He recently com-
pleted a sewage disposal plant at
Newton, Illinois.
Paul J. Grafe, c.e., was
elected president of the
W. E. Callahan Construc-
tion Company at a meeting of the
Board of Directors, held at Dallas,
Texas, February 11, 1943.
Clyde S. Marsh, c.e., is
now employed as salvage
inspector by the Republic
Corporation at Evansville,
'91
'20
'30
Aircraft
Indiana.
'31
Clarence W. Hoff, c.e.,
Heminway Medal, with
high honors, M. S. '32, has
been promoted to Assistant Carto-
graphic Editor in the U. S. Geolog-
ical Survey.
Richard E. Dennis, m.e.,
has been transferred to
Ilion, New York, to the
process engineering section of the
'38
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Corporal George O. Rall,
m.e., is spending a ten-
day furlough at Terre
Haute visiting his wife and grand-
parents. Corporal Rall is stationed
at Camp Van Dorn, Mississippi.
Gilbert L. Shew, m.e.,
stationed at Fort Custer,
Michigan, is now a cap-
 Edited by ROBERT GREGER, soph., ch.e.
Remington Arms Company.
In the Service
Robert J. Templeton, c.e.,
has been promoted to
major. He is overseas.
Hubert T. Goodman, ch.e.,
M. D. Oklahoma Univer-
sity '36, of Terre Haute
has been promoted to the rank of
major in the Medical Corps of the
'14
'21
U. S. Army. Major Goodman is sta-
tioned at Camp Breckenridge, Ken-
tucky. His wife and son are resid-
ing at Norman, Oklahoma, where
Mrs. Goodman is an instructor of
chemistry in the University of
Oklahoma.
'24
'30
tain.
Lieutenant j.g. John F.
Richardson, e.e., has been
stationed for the past
several weeks at the U. S. Naval
Training Station at Fisher's Island,
New York, where he is taking
specialized training after having
completed the general course at
Dartmouth.
Edward N. Ketchum, ch.
e., is Assistant Base Ad-
mission Inspector (2nd
Lieutenant A. C.) at Headquarters
Army Air Forces Advance Flying
School, La Hunta, Colorado.
Rolland H. Buell, of Bowl-
ing Green, Indiana, has
been promoted to the rank
of captain in the engineers of the
United States Army.
Captain Buell was graduated from
Bowling Green high school and
worked two years with his father on
'31
'34
'41
the farm in Washington township.
He entered Rose in 1937 and gradu-
ated at the age of twenty-three with
the degree of bachelor of science in
electrical engineering, with honors
of his class.
At Rose he received his basic
military training. He was employed
by the Collins Radio Company at
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, when he was
called to service as a reserve officer
November 28, 1941. His present ad-
dress is 378th Engineer Bn., A.P.O.
No. 473, Los Angeles, California.
New Arrivals
Captain and Mrs. Harry H. Rich-
ardson, '35, have a daughter, Ann
Elizabeth, who was born March 14.
Captain Richardson, m.e. with hon-
ors, is stationed in Alaska. Mrs.
Richardson is staying with her par-
ents in Detroit.
George E. Cavanaugh, '36, ch.e.,
announces the arrival of a new left
tackle, available about 1960.
Fred C. Bradshaw, '42, e.e., has a
daughter born March 25.
Marriage
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Henley an-
nounce the marriage of their daugh-
ter, Reba Cleo, to Marion B. Foley,
'42, ch.e., Lieutenant, United States
Army, March 21 at Decatur, Illinois.
Demise
Mr. Edmund O. Poggensee, '14,
president of the Poggensee Company
of Tulsa, Oklahoma, passed away on
March 21, 1943. Mr. Poggensee grad-
uated from Rose with the class of
1914 as a chemical engineer. His
first job was with Butte and Superior
Copper Company as a chemist at
Butte, Montana. From 1920 to 1929
he was in St. Louis with Whitelaw
Brothers Chemical Company and
later with G. S. Robins and Com-
pany. He established his own busi-
ness in 1929.
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Fraternity Notes 
Alpha Tau Omega
Gamma Gamma
was happy to hear
that several of its
members were
chosen to be mem-
bers of Tau Beta Pi
and Blue Key.
Frank Guthrie and Frank Winters
were pledged by Blue Key. Tau Beta
Pi chose Bernard Vonderschmidt,
Raymond Kopan, and David Hel-
mick.
Because of the interest in golf
shown by A. T. 0.'s during the first
few days of spring, plans have been
made to play in competition. A team
was entered in the Y.M.C.A. golf
league which plays Tuesdays at Rea
Park golf course. Those who play
regularly on the team are William
Plenge, James Hegarty, William
Kniptash, and Charles Newlin. A
softball team has been practicing and
plans to play any games it can sched-
ule with the other fraternities at
Rose.
The week-end of May 22-23 proved
to be a full one for A.T.O.'s at Rose.
Saturday night all attended the prom
and Sunday afternoon a picnic was
held at Turkey Run State Park.
William Plenge was chairman of the
committee which planned for the
affair. The mothers club assisted in
the obtaining of coupons and pre-
paring the food. Since several girls
were coming from out of town to
Terre Haute as dates for some of the
members, the fraternity house was
turned over to them for the week-
end. Those members who live in the
house stayed at the homes of those
who live in town.
Beta Upsilon of
Sigma Nu is rapid-
ly moving to the
fore in interfratern-
ity sports. The
bowling team head-
ed by Dick Buch-
anan and composed of John Jessup,
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Tcd Kadel, Bill Cornell, Howard
McLaughlin and Buchanan are at
the time of this writing leading
the interfraternity bowling league.
George Butwin is in charge of the
fraternity's softball team and is of
the opinion that it, too, will make a
favorable showing. The chapter also
has three men on the Rose track
squad. They are: Howard McLaugh-
lin, Jim Conover and Dick "Crip"
Buchanan. Dick injured his ankle
during one of his nightly workouts
and it is doubtful that he will be
able to participate in any more of
the meets.
The chapter, though it has for-
saken social events to a great extent,
has planned a skating party for the
near future. An open house and a
stag party are also in the formative
stages.
Another of the coveted "White
Stars" is being worn by a member
of the fair sex. Bill ("Mike" to you)
Hunt has pinned Miss Emmalieu
Mays of Sullivan.
Theta Xi
On Monday April
12 the Kappa chap-
ter of Theta Xi held
the initiation of two
of its brothers:
Lawson D. Bramb-
lett, a junior of
Brazil and Charles
A. Stringfellow, a sophomore of
Clinton. Both Bramblett and String-
fellow are prospective chemical engi-
neers. The initiation of these two
brought the active' membership of
the chapter up to one hundred per-
cent.
With the probable close of the fra-
ternity at the end of the semester
staring the chapter in the face the
T.X.'s have been holding various
social functions and are planning
more in the near future. On April 9
a skating party was held for the boys
and their women. Although not
everyone had a date they all had a
joyous evening. On April 16 a stag
was held in honor of Paul "Jiggs"
Price who got married the next day.
On April 29, the anniversary of the
founding of the Theta Xi fraternity,
the chapter held a celebration. The
festivities started with a dinner meet-
ing, after which the T.X.'s walked
to the movies in a body. The evening
was wound up at the girl's dormitory
of I.S.T.C. by the singing of the chap_
ter song to the gals gathered at the
windows. Among the songs sung
were those of Rose and Theta Xi.
Functions in the future include a
banquet and a fraternity dance to be
held at the end of semester, after
exams, and just before the boys
leave.
Lambda Chi Alpha
We welcome
three new men into
the active member-
ship of the Theta-
Kappa Zeta of
Lambda Chi Alpha.
Their initiation was
held the night of Saturday, April 10.
They are C. Phillip Bowne and War-
ren J. Lundy, both of Pimento, In-
diana, and Edward M. Meagher of
Terre Haute. We are very glad to
have these men with us.
Every afternoon after school and
for an hour or so after dinner for the
past month, the Lambda Chi house
has been the scene of at least one hot
euchre game. Never has a game
evoked so much interest among the
entire membership of the chapter.
(Continued on Page 29)
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'PER/SCOPe ON THE
VARMARO QUARTER!'
N suBmARrNE-infested waters, a speed-
ing destroyer must be able to change
its course in a split-second—to drop its
deadly ashcans on enemy U-boats.
The secret of the destroyer's great
speed and 'maneuverability is the tremen-
dous power of its turbines, operating at
steam temperatures high enough to make
the turbine blades glow!
This introduces a difficult problem in
turbine construction. The highly heated
metal parts "creep" under stress. The
metallic grains slowly slide over each
other. The metal tends to flow out of
shape.
Excessive "creep" would quickly de-
stroy the turbine — due to collision be-
tween the blades and other parts of the
turbine, which are spaced only a fraction
of an inch apart for maximum power.
Westinghouse first introduced the
steam turbine in the United States and
has built thousands during the past
45 years.
And much of the success of Westing-
house steam turbines is due to the in-
tensive studies of "creep"— similar to
those conducted by Dr. A. Nadai, P. G.
McVetty, and M. J. Manjoine, in the
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Westinghouse Research Laboratories.
As a result of this research, the
"creep" in some turbine metals has
been reduced to 1110,000th of an
inch per inch per year—less than
1164th inch per inch in 100 years.
This has guided the development of
metals capable of operating at greatly
increased temperatures and speeds—
and secured more power per pound of tur-
bine, a vital necessity in a destroyer!
Research Engineer Manjoine, in collab-
oration with Dr. Nadai, is fighting a
deadly battle against the submarine
menace — by improving metals that
make possible faster, more maneuverable
ships for our Navy.
Manjoine is typical of the many young
engineering graduates who are putting
Westinghouse skill and "know how" to
work for victory—and for a better kind
of civilization when peace returns.
Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-
ing Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Slower "creep" means faster ships Re-
search Engineer Manjoine studies "creep"
of test samples to develop turbine metals that
will deliver more horsepower per pound—
making our destroyers speedier and deadlier.
Manjoine received his B. S. from Iowa State
College, before joining Westinghouse in 1937.
Westinghouse
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES OFFICES EVERYWHERE
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THE FORESTS
GO TO WAR
(Continued from Page 9)
The most important factor of ply-
wood construction is the strength-
weight ratio. One of the most desir-
able features of plywood is its smooth
skin, which stays smooth even under
abnormal weather conditions.
The use of plasticized wood parts
for replacing valuable aluminum
alloys in various types of aircraft is
prevalent after two and a half years
of research in plasticized wood. For
instance, plasticized wood parts for
the Consolidated B-24 Liberator has
saved about 205 pounds of precious
aluminum alloys. These parts include
all trimming tabs, guards for push-
ing control rods and cables, side
gunner and life raft cradle doors,
and the escape hatch in the pilot's
compartment. Wing tips have not
yet been installed, but experimenta-
tion with them is going on.
There are limits to the use of this
material in such craft. A heavy
bomber made of plasticized wood is
out of the question due to the stresses
imposed on the structure at the high
cruising speed and the load factors
developed in combat maneuvers.
The days of useless sawdust piles
are gone. This product of lumber
mills may be ground up into fine
wood flour and used to replace cork
in linoleum floors, for fiber board,
bowling balls, and phonograph rec-
ords, but most important at present,
dynamite and other explosives. It
Courtesy Mechanical Engineering
Section of airplane fuselage after molding.
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Veneer-Wrapping operation.
may be chemically treated and re-
solved into cellulose and hundreds
of plastic products, or used to make
sugar and alcohol.
We have not been entirely devoid
of thrift, for we can point with pride
that between World War I and World
War II, we have reduced from 42
to 15 the number of strategic mater-
ials which we need to import. For a
great part of this reduction our
forests are responsible.
Since the birth of the nation,
American forests have yielded, in
war and peace, some
2,200,0 0 0,0 00,000
board feet of lumber.
Standing today in the
United States are
461:000,000 acres of
growing commercial
forest, which must be
guarded against fire
and destruction to
safeguard our gov-
ernment now as well
as promote its later
scientific develop-
ment and growth.
The war has indeed
given a new signifi-
cance to the importance of further
research in wood.
0 •
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BITUMINOUS
MATERIALS
(Continued from Page 12)
cence, to come in contact with each
other. Then oil is sprayed into a
carburetor where it mixes with the
water gas and is vaporized. The mix-
ture of gas and oil is then passed
into a partially filled chamber of
brick, where the temperature is held
high enough to "crack" the oil.
Heavy products are formed and are
later condensed to form water gas
tar.
Refining Processes
The principal refining processes in
connection with the manufacture of
bituminous materials are sedimenta-
tion, dehydration, distillation and air-
blowing.
Impurities from lake deposits are
removed by what is known as the
sedimentation method. The material
is placed in a large kettle or vat and
is heated until it becomes a liquid.
The water passes off as a vapor and
the vegetable matter floats to the
surface and is removed by rakes.
Since the water cannot be com-
pletely separated from the bitum-
inous materials by the sedimenta-
tion process, it is removed from
petroleum by what is known as the
tapping process. The oil is pumped
under pressure through heated pipes
comaining many abrupt bends and
is allowed to discharge into a vacuum
chamber, where the water passes off
as vapor. Another dehydration pro-
cess of tar, is to pass the tar in thin
films over heated baffle plates in a
vacuum chamber which ,vaporizes
the water.
(2.1 
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ELECTRONS
AT WORK
4.111i ;NW. I"'
, a
Drawingfrommicrophoto-
graph showing Brownian
movement in Higgins
American Indio Inks.
eye
The world is putting Electrons
to work in myriads of new de-
vices. For 63 years electrons
have "worked" for the users of
Higgins American India Inks.
The carbon particles in Hig-
gins India Inks are reduced to a
definite micron size at which the
kinetic energy of the molecules
may overcome the force of grav-
ity. The polarized particles
"push" one another around thus
maintaining an eternal dance
termed Brownian Movement.
This is the major reason Higgins
American India Inks are uni-
formly black and settle less dur-
ing storage than any similar prod-
uct manufactured. Yes, elec-
tro ns have been working
for Higgins
users for 63
years.
i S I-Nli CO., LNC.
:271 AIATH ST., BROOKLYN, A. Y.
The bituminous material is sepa-
rated mechanically without chemical
change in the process of fractional
distillation by increasing the tem-
perature so as to vaporize each con-
stituent.
Destructive distillation causes a
chemical change. The molecular
structure of the original material is
broken up and different materials
are formed.
In the cracking process, oil is heat-
ed under pressure to a high tempera-
ture. This brings about a chemical
breakup of the heavier molecules and
LI 2
Freitag-Weinhardt, Inc.
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Plumbing and Heating
30-32 N. 6th St.
Phone C-2394
Carl Riggs Drugs
PRESCRIPTIONS
8th & Wabash Ave.
the recombination of atoms into
molecular groups of both lower and
higher weights.
The blowing process is used to pro-
duce heavy paving asphalts by oxida-
tion. This is a chemical transforma-
tion in which the petroleum residue
at a temperature of about 450° F. is
(Continued on Page 29)
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Equipment for Processing Petroleum.
PETROLEUM
(Continued from Page 11)
ing vapors and the descending
liquids. At first, columns packed
with stones or any other material
that would break the flow of vapors
were used. From the beginning, how-
ever, the most popular type of equip-
ment was the bubble tower. This
type of fractionating tower was fitted
internally with many trays placed
one above the other. Each tray held
a layer of liquid oil and the rising
vapors bubbled through this liquid.
From the outset the use of the frac-
tionating tower proved a tremendous
advantage in the processing of petro-
leum, as it eliminated the need for
numerous distillations to meet trade
requirements.
Although treating has improved
greatly during recent years and new
processes have been developed, sul-
furic acid still is the major chemical
utilized for treating distillates. Light-
er distillates relatively free of sulfur,
however, are treated for sweetening
with an aqueous solution of sodium
hydroxide (caustic soda) and lith-
arge (lead oxide) . The solution is
used in direct contact with the dis-
tillate in a continuous process
through a battery' of vertical or
horizontal tanks, with the gasoline
emerging finished and in many cases
ready for market.
The process of hydrogenation, by
means of which heavy hydrocarbons
are decomposed by heat and pressure
in the presence of free hydrogen and
catalysts, appeared in 1928, and the
first commercial plant began operat-
ing in New Jersey in 1930. Although
the possibilities of hydrogenation are
considered great, both because of
the flexibility of the process and be-
cause of the amount and degree of
the important changes that can be
effected in the chemical properties
of the hydrocarbons present in petro-
leum, only a few hydrogenation
plants are now being operated in the
United States.
In the hydrogenation process the
charging stock and previously com-
pressed hydrogen are mixed in re-
quired proportions under pressure
and delivered through a heat ex-
changer to a pipe or coil furnace
where temperatures are maintained
as required, the charge passing to a
catalyst-containing vessel where re-
action takes place. The degree of
hydrogenation is carefully controlled,
depending on the results desired;
control in general is maintained by
alteration of the catalyst of other
operating conditions, such as tem-
perature and pressure.
From the reaction chamber the
final products pass through heat ex-
changers and coolers to a high-
pressure separator, where the liquid
product is separated from the un-
consumed hydrogen and other gases.
The liquid product is finally reduced
to atmospheric pressure and sent to
rundown tanks. As no coke is formed
and as the catalysts employed are
extremely rugged, the process is vir-
tually continuous.
The process of polymerization
(self
-addition) , in the broad sense,
may be considered as the reverse of
cracking and has assumed commer-
cial importance only in the last few
years. Although it is possible by
polymerization to form numerous
chemical compounds and
a
reagents
 E3
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from petroleum, the immediate com-
mercial prospects for such products
are not too encouraging, and poly-
merization has been confined to the
manufacture of products suitable for
combining with motor fuels. In both
straight-run distillation and cracking
processes, mainly the latter, large
quantities of highly unsaturated
hydrocarbon gases are formed that
are too volatile for use in gasoline.
To synthesize products suitable for
motor fuel or for addition to moter
fuel the light, unsaturated gases are
subjected in reaction vessels to high
temperatures and pressures for long
periods to cause the formation of less
volatile liquid compounds. Such pro-
cesses of polymerization are often
conducted in the presence of cata-
lysts.
Despite the brilliant achievements
of the refinery technologists in the
past, the prospects for further ad-
vances in technology are promising.
The potentialities of petroleum are
still far from being fully explored,
and chemical research is continually
adding to the number and improving
the quality of the products of petro-
leum. Indeed, because of the possibil-
ities of the polymerization, hydro-
genation, and other processes, the
outlook for changes in the technology
of the refining industry today is
much the same as it was in 1915,
when the cracking process was just
beginning to be applied. The lines of
progress, however, hinge upon two
factors of critical importance. The
first is the adequacy of the crude-
petroleum reserves and the second is
the probable trend of demand. Be-
cause of these uncertainties, fore-
casting the future of refining is ex-
tremely hazardous.
EDW. S. LAMMERS
PAINT & GLASS CO.
1201 Wabash Ave.
C-2226
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TAU BETA PI ESSAYS
(Continued from Page 18)
In all probability he had worked for
what he now had and it is his privi-
lege to dispose of his earnings as he
pleases. In the course of the con-
versation he very soberly remarked:
"You know the American people
have not yet realized the seriousness
of the word war." Wasn't he an
American? Why did he so nonchal-
antly say, "The American people,"?
After all he is one of them. On the
surface we appear to be true Amer-
icans. In the other person we see
faults and talk about the things that
he does and the sacrifices that he
doesn't make, and yet in our own
person is hidden twice as many
faults as we see in the other person.
This Johnny Taylor, American,
whom I encountered, why doesn't
he stop trying to fool himself as well
as other people? Why doesn't he
wake up to the fact that America
needs his own individual help too?
He owes it to her now. Just because
this man is back home why should
Jimmy Jones who is out there spill-
ing his blood for his country fis-ht to
preserve the rights and privileges
which the whole nation enjoys when
the sacrifices that he makes aren't
even realized back home? Of course
we are all appreciative of the work
done by our fighting forces, but how
many of us realize that every little
sacrifice that we don't make back
here only makes it harder for the
soldier in the field. What a wonder-
ful feeling every fighting man would
have if he could rest assured that
every one of his comrades that died
died through no fault of ours.
We on the home front haven't yet
come face to face with the grim
realities of war. We fool ourselves by
trying to convince other people as
well as ourselves that we realize all
the horrible scenes of war and that
we are doing our share in the fight
for victory, when way down under-
neath the surface we know that we
could make a few more sacrifices
than we are making.
Why should just the men who are
fighting be required to give up their
THE ROSE TECHNIC
lives to preserve the principles upon
which our nation was established
when we folks back home can't even
give up a few of our luxuries for
a while?
We must all realize that our sol-
diers are making the greatest sacrifice
that any man could make. They
deem it an honor to fight for their
country because they feel justly
proud for what she stands. The free-
dom which we enjoy in our nation
isn't due us any more than it is the
fighting man. Shall we let the true
spirit of Americanism dwindle in the
background while we go on rushing
about our everyday affairs in our
usual manner and be rarely consci-
ous of the fact that our nation is at
war and that our own blood is spill-
ing to preserve the liberties tha t
have been given to us by our fore-
fathers?
The answer to this question is and
must be "no". Every oen of us will
have to answer it, so what are we
waiting for America?
FRATERNITY NOTES
(Continued from Page 23)
The most ardent fans of the game
attribute this interest to the unusual
ability of the game to relax one's
mind after a day's hard grind in
school. The game has achieved such
a prominent position in the daily
routine of the Lambda Chi's that
everyone in the house is now a
formidable euchre player.
On the evening of May first an
open house was held at the Lambda
Chi house. A very enjoyable evening
of dancing, ping pong, and general
frivolity was climaxed by a spirited,
old fashioned Virginia Reel. To this
day, that house has never been so
shaken to its very foundations by
stomping feet as it was that night.
It was an open-house long to be re-
membered.
The members of the chapter wish
all the men leaving school at the end
BORDENS
PURE MILK & ICE CREAM
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of this semester for our country's Two of these tests are the flash point
armed forces the very best of luck. test and the volatilization test.
BITUMINOUS
MATERIALS
(Continued from Page 26)
agitated by blowing air through
perforated pipes placed along the
bottom of the still. Because of the
low temperatures used, practically
none of the material is removed by
distillation; however, the oxygen in
the air combines with some of the
hydrogen of the hydrocarbon mole-
cules, thus forming water which is
liberated as steam. The removal of
hydrogen causes the residue to be-
come heavier and heavier until the
proper consistency is reached.
Test of Bituminous Materials
The consistency of any bituminous
material refers to its degree of fluid-
ity or solidity and determines its
adaptability to various methods of
handling and utilizing. Some of these
tests are as follows: penetration test,
float test, viscosity test, ductility
test, and the test to determine the
softening point.
Heat tests determine the tempera-
ture at which the material will flash
when brought into contact with a
flame, loss in weight when the given
material is volatilized, and the loss in
weight at different temperatures
when the given material is distilled.
ij
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Bituminous Surfaces
In common with many other im-
portant phases of construction, it is
the smallest part of an asphalt pave-
ment that is the most important. The
bitumen that enters into asphalt con-
struction to an amount of only 10 %
is the most important factor in the
construction of the entire pavement.
If the bitumen fails to hold the
mineral aggregate together, no mat-
ter how good the mineral may be, the
pavement will fail. It is the bitumen
that binds cement and holds immov-
able the millions of grains of sand
that compose the mineral aggregate
in a sheet asphalt pavement and if
the asphalt fails to properly fulfill
its function as the cementing agency,
then disintegration will set in and
the pavement will fail.
Bituminous Surface
Treatments
About 1915 when automobile
traffic became sufficiently heavy to
CI 
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cause serious injuries to the gravel
and waterbound types of surfacing,
the bituminous treatment was adopt-
ed as a means of saving these rapidly
disintegrating surfaces. Finally, some
standardization of practice developed
and since the advent of the priming
treatment, about 1925, many thou-
sands of miles of low type roads
have been successfully treated with
surface applications of asphalt ma-
terials and tars.
Bituminous surface treatments,
with variations in specifications of
materials, may be applied to any of
the following low cost surfaces:
sand-clay, top soil, shell, soft lime-
rock, slag, gravel, crushed stone,
water bound macadam, and traffic
bound macadam. These surfaces are
further divided into two classes:
loose surfaces, ex, sandy gravel, slag,
and traffic bound macadam, bonded
surfaces which consolidate to homo-
genous mass under careful blading
or rolling. There are four major
methods of treating surfaces, they
are: sweeping the surface to be
treated, applying priming material,
applying a bituminous body coat,
and spreading a blotter or cover coat
of mineral aggregate.
The surface that is to be treated
should be compact and thoroughly
puddled by repeated rolling and
bladding. This treatment is usually
applied in the summer and spring
months. Before the application of a
bituminous material the surface
should be swept clean.
The purpose of the priming ap-
plication on a bonded surface is the
same as that of using linseed oil with
a little paint on a wall or wordwork:
NEWLIN-JOHNSON
CO., INC.
REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
"Builder of Better Homes"
6th & Ohio
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it seals the pores, waterproofs the
surface and insures a good bond be-
tween the bituminous carpet and the
road surface. The primer must be
very thin when applied so that it
will penetrate quickly and readily
into the original surface and gradu-
ally harden.
Asphaltic material for the body
coat on a bonded surface may be a
soft asphalt cement with a penetra-
tion between 100 to 350, a quick-
curing asphalt or an asphalt emul-
sion.
The mineral aggregate for a blotter
may be crushed stone, crushed slag,
crushed gravel or bank run gravel,
but it must be free from particles
smaller than one eighth of an inch
in diameter and from foreign ma-
terials.
The cover coat is applied to the
surface after the priming application
has dried out. The body coat should
never be applied to a wet surface.
The best place to find a helping
hand is on the end of your arm.
—The Torch
The door to opportunity is heavy,
but a strong push will open it.
—Anonymus
Men commonly think according to
their inclinations, speak according
to their learning and imbided opin-
ions, but generally act according to
custom.
—Bacon
Politics is the art by which poli-
ticians obtain carnpaign contributions
from the rich and votes from the
Y our Sporting Goods Store
726 Wabash Ave.
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poor on the pretext of protecting
each from the other.
—Oscar Ameringer
Common sense is the knack of
seeing things as they are, and doing
things as they ought to be done.
—C. E. Stowe
No one can do his best work when
unhappy in his heart, or when think-
ing unhappy thoughts.
—George Adams
Most people would succeed in
small things if they were not trou-
bled by great ambitions.
—Longfellow
He who has no inclination to learn
more will be very apt to think that
he knows enough.
—Powell
Nightmare Mathematics
Teacher! Teacher! Hearken here!
I'm not babbling, lend your ear!
Just last night I dreamt a dream
Of fright and horror that 'made me
scream.
I was walking thru a forest filled
With parted hyperbolas on every hill.
Ellipsoids and paraboloids were roll-
ing about
Knocking down quadratics as they'd
shout.
Then I fell into some function bogs
Of cusped curves and antilogs,
And who went dashing by on a spree
But laughing equations of the ninth
degree!
An attack by boomeranging integral
signs
Whizzed by cutting parallel lines.
I was tied to the axis X Y Z
While partial determinants deliber-
ated over me.
They coordinated me into a rhombic
room
Where six acute angles did loudly
boom:
"Derive, determine, and differentiate!
Solve, expand, and then integrate!"
I answered in language unfit to
quote,
The fell to infinity like an assymp-
tote.
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SLICING DAYS OFF SHIPBUILDING SCHEDULES .
NTIL recently, cutting hatchway
openings out of heavy deck plat-
ing was a bottleneck in the construction
of certain types of ships. It was a slow,
costly job requiring many laborious
machining operations.
Could the oxyacetylene flame eliminate
this bottleneck? This was the problem
presented to Airco's research engineers
by one of its customers. The problem was
solved by an entirely new gas cutting
machine, designed and constructed spe-
cifically to handle this job.
With this machine it is possible to cut
beveled openings, rounded at the cor-
ners, out of thick steel plate— all in a
single continuous operation! The finished
cut is smooth and clean, and more im-
portant, the openings are cut in 1/120th
the time required by the former method.
Today this machine— the Airco Polygraph
— has become standard equipment in
shipyards and many other war produc-
tion plants throughout the country.
This development is typical of the
achievements resulting from the teamwork
of Airco engineers and its customers —
each contributing their specialized knowl-
edge towards one common objective.
If you want to keep posted on some
of the most recent developments and
applications of oxyacetylene flame and
electric arc processes, write for a free
copy of the illustrated booklet, "Airco
in the News." Please address your re-
quests to Air Reduction, Room 1656,
60 East 42nd Street, New York.
AIR
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"I'm wearing my old undies and
saving my new expensive ones."
"What for? A rainy day?"
"No, dearie, a windy day."
He: "Let's get married."
She: "All right." (Long silence
follows.)
She: "Why don't you say some-
thing?"
He: "I've said too much all ready."
A young fellow was driving to-
ward town, honked his horn and
pulled up to the curb; the young lady
got into his car.
As they drove away he said:
"When we get to the next traffic
light you'll have to tell me whether
it's red or green. I'm color blind."
The young lady grinned at him
and replied, "Ah say yo' is."
Engineer: "Darling, I could sit
her and do nothing but look at you
forever."
Girl friend: "Yeah, that's what
I'm beginning to think, too!"
"Do you know the difference be-
tween a popular girl and unpopular
one .
"Yes and no."
Two maids by the river were kneel-
ing,
To disrobe for the swim they were
stealing.
Said the owl in the tree,
"How'd you like to be me?"
"When the belles of the village are
pealing."
It doesn't matter how watchful and
vigilant a girl is; if a fellow kisses
her, it is ten on one he will do it
right under nose.
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Droolings
Edited by ROBERT K. DRAKE,
senior, e.e.
The little Moron's watch had
stopped ticking and he tried to find
the trouble. Finally he took the back
off it, went into the works and
found a little dead bug. "No wonder
it doesn't work," he said, "the engi-
neer's dead!"
Lady: "Did you get that scar dur-
ing an engagement, Colonel?"
Colonel: "No, I got that one dur-
ing the second week of our honey-
moon."
The bus driver charged a lady full
fare (10c) for her son. He had on
long pants.
At the next corner a small boy
wearing short trousers paid only
(5c) (half fare) .
At the next stop, a lady mounted
the bus and he didn't charge her
anything. Why—?
You have an evil mind—the lady
had a transfer.
It is a good thing that we don't
have Engineers taking Home Ec.
courses; Ch.E's would probably end
up with case-hardened biscuits!
A small boy asked Mr. Good for
a job in the shop.
"What can you do, sonny?" asked
Mr. Good.
"Anything," replied the boy.
"Can you file smoke?" queried Mr.
Good.
"Yes, sir, if you'll screw it in
the vise for me," answered the boy.
He got the job.
Captain: "The man who sneaked
out of camp last night to meet that
girl in the woods step forward. . . .
COMPANY HALT!!!"
A young couple about to be mar-
ried were looking over a house in the
country. After satisfying themselves
that it was suitable, they made their
way home.
During the return journey the
young lady was very thoughtful, and
when asked the reason for her sil-
ence replied, "Did you notice
whether or not there was a W. C."
(meaning water closet) . He not hav-
ing seen any proceeded to write to
the landlord inquiring about the mat-
ter. The landlord did not under-
stand what W. C. meant, but after
thinking for some time he came to
the conclusion that it meant Wes-
lyian Church. So he answered the
letter as follows:
I regret the delay in this matter,
but now take pleasure in informing
you that the W. C. is situated about
nine miles from the house and is
capable of seating about 1250 people.
This is very unfortunate if you are
in the habit of going regularly, but
no doubt you will be interested to
know that many people take their
lunch with them and take the day ti
off. Others who cannot spare the time
go by car and arrive on time but
generally are in too much of a hurry
to wait.
The last time my wife and I went
was about six years ago, and we had
to stand all the time. It may interest
you to know that the management is
going to hold a bazaar to raise funds
to furnish the W. C. with plush seats
and members feel that it is a long
felt want. I mention that it pains us
very much not be able to go more
frequently.
We hope this interests you.
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RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING KEEP GENERAL ELECTRIC YEARS AHEAD
FOILED!
WHEN in a movie "the villain pursues andpursues her,'' he's not really getting anywhere
at all.
To keep the players within camera range while they
are constantly on the move—going nowhere— the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios are now using a sound-
insulated treadmill, powered by General Electric.
An even motion was required through all the action
shots, from a slow walk to a race. Now, in 30 seconds,
the treadmill can be accelerated smoothly from zero to
full speed in either direction, by means of a G-E motor-
generator set.
, 0
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LEND-LEASE IN REVERSE
USUALLY we think of the United States as the arsenaland machine shop of democracy, but actually the
Atlantic is a two-way ocean. And General Electric
recently announced that since early in 1942 the Company
has been using five giant English metal-working ma-
chines in the production of vital ship-propulsion equip-
ment.
The machines were sent from England in separate ships
on different dates, to forestall their destruction by Ger-
man submarines. One of the ships was attacked during
the crossing and was damaged but made its American
port safely.
The arrival of the machines was really two strikes
against the Nazis, for had thq remained over there they
might not now be producing for the United Nations.
One of them had been installed in a plant in Sheffield, arid
another was destined to go there —and that city was later
bombed by the Axis.
;
"PAPER DOLLS"
RGHT out of the kindergarten is the latest metal-saving technique in General Electric. Many
thousands of complexly designed parts are required for
intricate electric apparatus—and all must be cut from flat
sections of scarce metals.
So, just like patterns for paper dolls, the planners
draw the parts to scale on paper, cut them out, and shift
them around till they mesh together in a manner very
similar to a jigsaw puzzle.
Frequently it is possible to redesign the parts when it
is found that slight changes in the length, width, or
thickness will allow more parts to be cut from the same
layout.
Photographs of this technique may be obtained free
by writing Campus News, General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y.
Listen to the "Hour of Charm" at 10:00 p. m. EIVT, Sundays,
on the NBC network, and the G-E news program with Frazier
Hunt at 6:00 p. m. ElVT, Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays
on the CBS and American (FM) networks.
GENERAL ELE critic
U. S. RANGERS ... Hand-picked and especially
trained, they're a swift-moving, hard-hitting
outfit. Here's one in his "business-suit," camou-
flaged and invisible at thirty feet.
But ther6 no hiding
ChestafielthM I LDER
B ETTER TASTE
Here's real smoking ammunition
tucked in the pockets of our fighting
men, ready for instant service. Where
a cigarette counts most, Chesterfield
serves smokers well with its Right
Combination of the world's best
cigarette tobaccos.
For Mildness . . for Better Taste
and Cooler Smoking . . make your
next pack . . .
RECOGNIZED EVERYWHERE
THE CIGARETTE THAT GIVES SMOKERS
WHAT THEY WANT
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